Translating Innovations
Transforming Economy

Impacting Success
Research Innovation Network ( RINK) aims to bring Research Institutions, Startups,
Investors, Industry and Government agencies into a common digital platform and
thereby provide opportunity to take cutting edge research products into commercial
space. RINK holds the vision of translating research products into a successful
commercial venture. An ambitious initiative of Kerala Startup Mission, RINK believes
in bringing ideas and innovations to the next level of business.
RINK platform has been designed in such a manner that Industry and Startups
get deeper insights about the latest research activities and Projects happening in
the Research Institutions in the State of Kerala. RINK strives to support Researchers to transform their research products into a successful entrepreneurship.
Utilizing the research potential of Kerala, RINK provides an interdisciplinary
collaborative space for research institutions, Startups and Industry. As a decisive
agent between the dynamic Industrial world and Research fraternity the mission
is to transform the Kerala as the innovation capital of India
RINK is guided by the following objectives:
+ Promote translational/impactful Research
+ Facilitate strategic partnerships between Research Institutions and Industry
+ Encourage synergy between startups and Research Fraternity
+ Strengthen access to cutting edge research findings

Innovation Lab
By facilitating transfer of Innovations and Technology, Innovation lab supports
Startups and Corporates to develop new products, services and startup
companies that have a transformative impact on Society. Innovation lab
ensures that Startup and Industry get invaluable insights about the cutting
edge research projects and products from Research Institutions. The lab
works in a collaborative environment, where research and execution go
hand-in-hand.

+ Access Innovation
+ Identify Potential Partners
+ Upload Innovation
+ Patent Support

Startup Studio
Enhances the chance and elevate the success of startups with the
infrastructure and resources in hand. With the support system that enable
the development of technology startups at an easier and faster pace startup
studios build better networks.

+ Startup Bootcamp
+ Business Incubation
+ Mentor Access
+ Business Acceleration

Business Lab
Detecting business and technological innovations while promoting and
forging Industry – Academia Partnerships. Business Lab provide access to
resources available in both Industry and Research Institutions. From carrying
out full-scale experiments to venturing partnerships with innovative startups,
business lab is involved in a range of key areas.

+ Access to Business Services and Facilities
+ Connect with Expert
+ Talent Management
+ Sponsor Research

Investment Corridor
Support is at hand for those who are ready to invest as well as start new
venture as we are available at every step of your way. The corridor provides
access to investment opportunities with a full-fledged approach including the
risk involved in the process and helping the flow with financial backups.

+ Grants
+ Seed Fund
+ Equity Funds
+ CSR Funds
+ Fund of Funds

Benefits
Focused on Innovation led economy
With a network of Research Institutions, proactive government policies,
specialized universities and availability of talents, Kerala intends to build
an innovation led economy. Rink - Research Innovation Network aims to
translate some of the pathbreaking innovative research knowledges
happening in the research labs into commercially viable products and
services and thereby spur an economic growth.

Cross disciplinary excellence
As one of the states having highest density of Research Institutions in India,
Kerala have the potential to become the innovation capital of the country.
Rink - Research Innovation Network brings together all leading Research
Institutions and Industries into a common platform to address some of the
larger societal challenges. Rink - Research Innovation Network provides
opportunity to various stakeholders including Research Institutions from
various industry segments to work together and thereby create inter
disciplinary excellence.

Optimal Utilization of Resources
Rink - Research Innovation Network, being a collaborative platform,
encourages stakeholders to share their resources among the community
and helps them to utilize resources effectively and efficiently

www.rink.startupmission.in

